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A group of IWF Chicago members met at the Carrie Secrist Gallery to learn more about the Chicago and 

Miami art scenes as a kickoff to our upcoming Miami Global IWF conference.  Gallery owner Carrie 

Secrist was on hand to for a tour of her current exhibits, provide bios of her current artists, and walk us 

through the ins and outs of Art Basel Miami and the locally based art show Expo Chicago. 

Currently on exhibit at the Carrie Secrist Gallery are Liliana Porter’s “Memorabilia,” a collection of large 

form art featuring miniatures with a “a little bit of humor.”  Porter, 78, is an Argentine native with works 

in museums such as the Whitney and Guggenheim.  Secrist is thrilled to be one of a few galleries to 

exhibit her in the US. 

Also on exhibit is a collection called “Spectral Peculiarities for Constellations” by Dannielle Tegeder.  This 

is a collection of 77 framed drawings, each of which has a corresponding original musical composition 

made to accompany the art. 

Last was a small sampling of art by Stephen Eichorn which will not only 

be her upcoming primary exhibit at the gallery but will also be the 

collection she will be showing at Art Basel Miami which will also be 

launching his book and new collection of large format sculptures 

there.  Eichorn is an up and coming artist first known for his collages of 

cats and flowers and now is doing collages of flowers. 

Our IWF members were very engaged with lots of questions about 

how the art show world works, who exhibits at Art Basel and Expo 

(galleries, not individual artists) and who shops these shows 

(collectors, museums, foundations and corporate buyers).  We finished 

up with a very timely talk about the recent auction of a Banksy 

painting that immediately shredded itself upon the strike of the gavel.  

Secrist speculated the value of the shredded painting is now worth double the auction price and said the 

shreds and empty frame are the art and will be exhibited that way. 

 



Among Secrist’s recommendations for art viewing in Miami: 

- PAMM – Perez Art Museum Miami (located at 1103 Biscayne Blvd) 

- De la Cruz Collection (located at 23 NE 41st) 

- Rubell Family Arts Foundation (unfortunately closed through mid-November) 
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